Southern Planning Committee
Agenda
Date:

Wednesday, 3rd October, 2018

Time:

10.00 am

Venue:

Council Chamber, Municipal Buildings, Earle Street, Crewe
CW1 2BJ

Members of the public are requested to check the Council's website the week the
Southern Planning Committee meeting is due to take place as Officers produce
updates for some or all of the applications prior to the commencement of the
meeting and after the agenda has been published.
The agenda is divided into 2 parts. Part 1 is taken in the presence of the public and press.
Part 2 items will be considered in the absence of the public and press for the reasons
indicated on the agenda and at the foot of each report.
It should be noted that Part 1 items of Cheshire East Council decision making and
Overview and Scrutiny meetings are audio recorded and the recordings will be uploaded to
the Council’s website.
PART 1 – MATTERS TO BE CONSIDERED WITH THE PUBLIC AND PRESS PRESENT
1.

Apologies for Absence
To receive apologies for absence.

2.

Declarations of Interest/Pre Determination
To provide an opportunity for Members and Officers to declare any disclosable
pecuniary and non-pecuniary interests and for Members to declare if they have predetermined any item on the agenda.

3.

Minutes of Previous Meeting (Pages 3 - 8)
To approve the minutes of the meeting held on 5 September 2018.

Please contact Julie Zientek on 01270 686466
E-Mail:
julie.zientek@cheshireeast.gov.uk with any apologies or requests for
further information
Speakingatplanning@cheshireeast.gov.uk to arrange to speak at the
meeting

4.

Public Speaking
A total period of 5 minutes is allocated for each of the planning applications for the
following:



Ward Councillors who are not members of the Planning Committee
The relevant Town/Parish Council

A total period of 3 minutes is allocated for each of the planning applications for the
following:




5.

Members who are not members of the planning committee and are not the Ward
Member
Objectors
Supporters
Applicants

17/2879N 12, Cemetery Road, Weston CW2 5LQ: The use of land for the
stationing of caravans for residential purposes for one family gypsy pitch
together with formation of hardstanding and ancillary utility/dayroom, and the
retention of the existing permitted stables for M Stokes (Pages 9 - 24)
To consider the above planning application.

6.

18/3123N Land South East of Crewe Road Roadabout, University Way, Crewe:
Erection of a new foodstore (Use Class A1), access, substation and associated
car parking and landscaping for Mr George Brown, Aldi Stores Limited
(Pages 25 - 54)
To consider the above planning application.

THERE ARE NO PART 2 ITEMS

CHESHIRE EAST COUNCIL
Minutes of a meeting of the Southern Planning Committee
held on Wednesday, 5th September, 2018 at Council Chamber, Municipal
Buildings, Earle Street, Crewe CW1 2BJ
PRESENT
Councillor J Wray (Chairman)
Councillors Rhoda Bailey, D Bebbington, P Butterill, J Bratherton,
J Clowes, S Davies, A Kolker, S Pochin, J Rhodes and B Walmsley
Officers in attendance
Daniel Evans, Principal Planning Officer
Richard Taylor, Principal Planning Officer
Andrew Goligher, Principal Development Control Officer – Highways
James Thomas, Senior Lawyer
Rachel Graves, Democratic Services Officer
17 APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

There were no apologies for absence.
18 DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST/PRE DETERMINATION

The following declarations were made:
Councillor R Bailey, in the interests of openness, declared in relation to
Application 18/2343N that though she did not know the applicant
personally she was aware that they had carried out work on her farm many
years ago and that she was not conflicted in anyway.
Councillor J Bratherton declared a predetermination interest in relation to
Applications 18/1270N, 18/1769N and 18/1770N as prior to her becoming
a member of the Southern Planning Committee she had visited and
discussed the applications with local residents.
Councillor J Clowes, in the interest of openness, declared in relation to
Application 18/2343N that she and other Members may have visited the
site for previous planning applications.
19 MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING

RESOLVED:
That the minutes of the meeting held on 8 August 2018 be confirmed as a
correct record and signed by the Chairman.

20 PUBLIC SPEAKING

RESOLVED
That the public speaking procedure be noted.
21 18/2343N TOP END FARM, BARTHOMLEY ROAD, CREWE, CHESHIRE

CW2 5NT: CHANGE OF USE OF 2 NO. BUILDINGS FROM
AGRICULTURAL USE TO A MIXED USE COMPRISED OF
AGRICULTURE USE AND USE FOR THE STORAGE OF FERTILISER
FOR SALE FOR M ABELL
The Committee considered a report regarding the above planning
application and an oral report of the site inspection.
Additional comments had been received from Councillor D Marren, who
had called in the application for consideration at committee, and these
were read out to the Committee.
Mr M Coyne (objector) and Mr A Thornley (on behalf of the applicant)
attended the meeting and addressed the Committee on this matter.
(Councillor J Bratherton left the meeting during consideration of this item
and did not return.)
RESOLVED:
That, for the reasons set out in the report, the application be APPROVED
subject to the following conditions:
1
2
3
4

5
6

7

Use to begin within 3 years of the date of the decision.
Accordance with approved plans.
No more than 16,000 tonnes of fertiliser shall be exported from the
site in any one calendar year.
From the date of the implementation of the use hereby permitted,
the operator shall maintain records (including weighbridge records,
of monthly output of fertiliser from the site and shall make them
available to the Local Planning Authority within 14 days of the last
day of the month, when requested.
No external storage of raw materials or finished fertiliser product
shall take on the site.
within 3 months of the date of this permission, detailed plans for the
improvements/re-surfacing of at least 15 metres of the access road
to Top End Farm from Barthomley Road, including an
implementation time scale, and public footpath mitigation scheme
shall be submitted to and approved in writing. The works to the
road shall be carried out in accordance with the approved details.
Submission of a plan to show visibility splays to be submitted and
approved. Visibility splays to be kept clear of obstruction.

In the event of any changes being needed to the wording of the
Committee’s
decision
(such
as
to
delete,
vary
or
add
conditions/informatives/planning
obligations
or
reasons
for
approval/refusal) prior to the decision being issued, the Head of Planning
(Regulation) has delegated authority to do so in consultation with the
Chairman of the Southern Planning Committee, provided that the changes
do not exceed the substantive nature of the Committee’s decision.
22 18/1270N NORTHERN DAIRIES, GROBY ROAD, CREWE CW1 4PE:

CHANGE OF USE FROM MILK DAIRY STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTION
(B8) TO METAL FABRICATION COMPANY WITH ASSOCIATED
WORKSHOPS, OFFICES AND YARDS (B2) FOR MR PAUL
CARRUTHERS
The Committee considered a report regarding the above planning
application.
Ms L Furber (objector) attended the meeting and addressed the
Committee on this matter.
RESOLVED:
That, for the reasons set out in the report, the application be REFUSED for
the following reasons:
1

the retention of the use of the premises as a steel fabrication
premises (Class B2), by virtue of the unacceptable increased noise
levels and disturbance would be detrimental to the amenity of the
area and neighbours contrary to Policy EG2 of the Cheshire East
Local Plan Strategy and saved policies BE.1 Amenity, NE15 Re-use
and Adaptation of a Rural Building for a commercial, Industrial or
recreational use and NE.17 Pollution of the Crewe and Nantwich
Replacement Borough Local Plan 2011.

In order to give proper effect to the Committee’s intent and without
changing the substance of its decision, authority is delegated to the Head
of Planning (Regulation) in consultation with the Chair (or in their absence
the Vice Chair) to correct any technical slip or omission in the resolution,
before issue of the decision notice.
23 18/1769N NORTHERN DAIRIES, GROBY ROAD, CREWE CW1 4PE:

RETROSPECTIVE ERECTION OF NEW STEEL FRAMED WORKSHOP
TO REAR OF MAIN BUILDINGS FOR MR MITCHELL, PEGASUS
MECHANICAL SERVICES LTD
The Committee considered a report regarding the above planning
application.

Ms L Furber (objector) attended the meeting and addressed the
Committee on this matter.
RESOLVED:
That, for the reasons set out in the report, the application be REFUSED for
the following reasons:
1

the retention of the use of the extension to the rear of the depot
premises as a steel fabrication premises (Class B2), by virtue of the
unacceptable increased noise levels and disturbance would be
detrimental to the amenity of the area and neighbours contrary to
the Policy EG2 Rural Economy of the Cheshire East Local Plan
Strategy and saved policies BE.1 Amenity and NE.17 Pollution of
the Crewe and Nantwich Replacement Borough Local Plan 2011.

In order to give proper effect to the Committee’s intent and without
changing the substance of its decision, authority is delegated to the Head
of Planning (Regulation) in consultation with the Chair (or in their absence
the Vice Chair) to correct any technical slip or omission in the resolution,
before issue of the decision notice.
24 18/1770N NORTHERN DAIRIES, GROBY ROAD, CREWE, CW1 4PE:

CHANGE OF USE OF PART OF PREMISES, IN TO A 9 BEDROOMED
HOUSE IN MULTIPLE OCCUPATION WITH SHARED KITCHEN /
BATHROOM
FACILITIES
FOR
MR
MITCHELL,
PEGASUS
MECHANICAL SERVICES LTD
The Committee considered a report regarding the above planning
application.
Ms L Furber (objector) attended the meeting and addressed the
Committee on this matter.
RESOLVED:
That, for the reasons set out in the report, the application be REFUSED for
the following reasons:
1

The retention of the HMO, by virtue of the proximity of the
residential use to the adjoining commercial use of the depot building
and the noise levels generated, would be detrimental to the amenity
of the future residents of the HMO premises contrary to the saved
policy BE.1 (Amenity) of the Crewe and Nantwich Replacement
Borough Local Plan 2011.

In order to give proper effect to the Committee’s intent and without
changing the substance of its decision, authority is delegated to the Head
of Planning (Regulation) in consultation with the Chair (or in their absence

the Vice Chair) to correct any technical slip or omission in the resolution,
before issue of the decision notice.
25 18/2157N DAIRYGOLD, LANCASTER FIELDS, CREWE, CHESHIRE

CW1 6FU: PROPOSED EXTENSIONS TO THE EXISTING
PRODUCTION FACILITY THAT INCLUDES THE DEMOLITION OF AN
EXISTING EXTENSION FOR MR KEITH STOKES, DAIRYGOLD FOODS
The Committee considered a report regarding the above planning
application.
RESOLVED:
That, for the reasons set out in the report, the application be APPROVED
subject to the following conditions:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Time (3 years)
Plans
Materials as per application
Prior approval of detailed design, management and maintenance of
surface water drainage
Land contamination
Unidentified land contamination
Tree retention
Tree protection scheme
Submission of energy saving requirements.

In order to give proper effect to the Committee’s intent and without
changing the substance of its decision, authority is delegated to the Head
of Planning (Regulation) in consultation with the Chair (or in their absence
the Vice Chair) to correct any technical slip or omission in the resolution,
before issue of the decision notice.
The following Heads of Terms should be secured as part of any S106
Agreement or Unilateral Undertaking:
S106
Highways
Contribution

Amount
£5,000
(ongoing monitoring and
review of travel plans)

Triggers
Prior to the occupation of any
part of the development
hereby approved

The meeting commenced at 10.00 am and concluded at 11.25 am
Councillor J Wray (Chairman)

Application No:

17/2879N

Location:

12, CEMETERY ROAD, WESTON, CW2 5LQ

Proposal:

The use of land for the stationing of caravans for residential purposes for
one family gypsy pitch together with formation of hardstanding and
ancillary utility/dayroom, and the retention of the existing permitted
stables.

Applicant:

M Stokes

Expiry Date:

03-Aug-2017

SUMMARY
Having regard to the rural location of the site in relation to local facilities and public transport
the site is considered to be in a sustainable location.
Alongside this is the identified need for accommodation for gypsies and travellers in the
Borough. A total of 32 permanent residential pitches are required within the Borough for the
period to 2030 for gypsies and travellers along with a transit site between 5 and 10 pitches for
gypsies and travellers and 5 additional plots for travelling showpeople.
The provision of needed gypsy and traveller accommodation is a clear social benefit of the
proposal.
Despite being located in the Green Gap, it is considered that the characteristics of the site
and immediate surroundings will not lead to an erosion of the existing physical gap between
settlements.
The proposal is considered to be a sustainable form of development, and therefore a
recommendation of approval with conditions is made.
SUMMARY RECOMMENDATION
Approve with conditions

REASON FOR REFERRAL
This application had been referred to the Southern Planning Committee by Cllr John
Hammond for the following reasons:

The site lies outside the settlement boundary of Weston Village within the Green Gap. It is
therefore contrary to Policy NE4, Green Gaps,NE2, Open Countryside and RES13 Sites for
Gypsies and Travelling Showpeople of the Crewe and Nantwich Replacement Local Plan. It
also contravenes Policy PG4 a, Strategic Green Gaps, PG5, Open Countryside of the
Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy which has now been recommended by the Inspector for
adoption and the emerging Weston & Basford Neighbourhood Plan which has now reached
Examination Stage.
The access to the site via a narrow shared driveway is totally unsuitable for the proposed
development and contravenes Policy BE3 , Access and Parking, of the Crewe and Nantwich
Replacement Local Plan. There also appears to be no evidence of need for a site in this
location in accordance with Government Planning Guidance.
I would strongly recommend that a site visit would be most beneficial to Members of the
Committee on this occasion.
This application has been deferred from a previous Committee meeting (4th July 2018) for
clarification/further information on the points below:
1. Evidence/demonstration that no suitable alternative locations are available as per
Local Plan Policy PG5 and assessment of sites which are available (for e.g.
Wybunbury Lane site)
Response to this point:
•
The Council has prepared an update to the GTAA which updates the need for
Gypsy and Traveller and Travelling Showperson accommodation in the borough. This
indicates a need for 32 additional permanent pitches up to 2030.
•
The Council intends to approve or allocate sites, in line with policy SC7 of the
Local Plan Strategy to meet the need identified in the GTAA. Sites will be allocated for
such uses through the SADPD.
•
The First Draft Site Allocations and Development Policies Document (SADPD)
is out for consultation until the 22 October 2018. The FDSADPD proposes to allocate
three sites to meet part of the need identified for Gypsies and Travellers and Travelling
Showpeople in the borough up to 2030.
•
The Council anticipates that the publication version of the SADPD will be
published in the 3rd Quarter of 2019 with adoption in the 1st Quarter of 2020.
This is further detailed in the report below.
2. Confirmation from the fire brigade that they are prepared/able to access the site in an
emergency given the limited width of the access.
Response to this point:
Cheshire Fire have been consulted and their response is detailed below.
In national guidance regarding residential development the Association of Chief Fire
Officers has stated that to reach a fire a 2.75m vehicle access width over a short

distance would be acceptable, subject to other requirements such as a pump appliance
location. As the access into this site is 3m wide, this indicates that an emergency
vehicle could enter the site.
In this instance Cheshire Fire have stated that they would expect the access width to
be no less than 3.1m. As the access to the site is approximately 3m it would appear
too narrow to comply with building regulations.
However this is not a definitive response as Cheshire Fire would be a statutory
consultee during the building regulations process within which the access would be
scrutinised in greater detail and a recommendation provided.
In any case fire access to the site is not a material planning consideration as this is
dealt with under Building Regulations which sits outside of planning legislation.
3. Evidence of the equine activity of the site/the applicants intention to use the site for the
keeping of horses (for e.g. how many horses do they have, where are they kept
currently)
Response to this point:
The applicant’s agent has stated that there will be one horse kept on the site.
4. Details of how the mobile home will be constructed on site, how will materials fit on the
site, where will delivery vehicles park given the limited access width
Response to this point:
The applicant has not provided a Construction Management Plan due to the costs
involved. This can be attached as a pre-commencement condition.
5. Full details of the proposed conditions
Full details of recommended conditions to be attached should permission be granted
are detailed at the bottom of the report
Response to this point:
6. Conditions requested requiring occupancy to be limited to named family members only
and for removal of existing rubble off the site entrance
The occupancy condition is considered to an unreasonable condition as it would
require a variation of condition application should the family members change (i.e.
marriage, births, etc). Therefore, it would not meet the tests for a lawful condition.
However there is a condition limiting occupancy to persons classified as gypsies.
The removal of the existing rubble on the site is a separate issue and cannot be
conditioned as it does not form part of this application. Never the less to facilitate the

use and construction/importation of the mobile home and amenity block the rubble
would most likely have to be removed anyway to allow physical access to the site.
7. Confirmation From Building Regulations that consent would be granted given the
narrow access and potential to damage neighbouring properties
Response to this point
A gypsy/traveller site does not require a building regulations application and, as such,
Building Control has no jurisdiction over the type of development and would not be able
to comment on the access arrangements. The only statutory consultee on the issue of
the proposed access are the Fire Service however as noted above access is not
controlled under planning legislation.

PROPOSAL
The proposal seeks permission for the change of use of land to use as a residential caravan
site for one gypsy family with caravans (one static/one touring) together with the formation of
hardstanding and ancillary utility/dayroom and the retention of the existing stables.
SITE DESCRIPTION
The application site is found to the north of Cemetery Road and lies with the Green Gap as
designated by the Local Plan. Residential development lies to the south with open
fields/paddocks to the west, east and north.
At present a stable block occupies part of the site.
RELEVANT HISTORY
16/4579N - Resubmission of application 15/5242N for the creation of hardstanding area
around existing stable block for use of horsebox/trailers and storage of equine equipment –
approved with conditions 2016
15/5242N - Creation of hardstanding area around existing stable block for use of
horsebox/trailers and storage of equine equipment – refused 2016
7/12646 – Stables and tack shed – approved with conditions 1985
NATIONAL & LOCAL POLICY
National Policy
The National Planning Policy Framework (the Framework) establishes a presumption in
favour of sustainable development. The Framework sets out that there are three dimensions

to sustainable development: economic, social and environmental. These roles should not be
undertaken in isolation, because they are mutually dependent.
Planning Policy for Traveller Sites (PPTS) 2015 sets out the Government’s planning policy for
traveller sites. It should be read in conjunction with the Framework. The overarching aim is
to ensure fair and equal treatment for travellers, in a way that facilitates the traditional and
nomadic way of life of travellers while respecting the interests of the settled community.
Neighbourhood Plan
Weston and Basford Neighbourhood Plan
H4 – Settlement Boundary
GG1 – Green Gap
LC2 - Landscape Quality, Countryside and Open Views
LC3 – Woodland, Trees, Hedgerows and Walls
T1 Footpaths, Cycle ways and Bridleways
Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy (CELPS)
SD1 Sustainable Development in Cheshire East
SD2 Sustainable Development Principles
SE1 Design
SE2 Efficient Use of Land
SE4 The Landscape
SC7 Gypsies and Travellers and Travelling Showpeople
CO1 Sustainable Travel and Transport
CO4 Travel Plans and Transport Assessments
PG6 Open Countryside
IN 1 Infrastructure
Crewe and Nantwich Replacement Local Plan 2011
The relevant Saved Polices are:
BE.1 Amenity
BE.3 Access and Parking
BE.4 Drainage, Utilities and Resources
NE.4 – Green Gaps
NE.9 Protected Species
Other relevant documents
Cheshire Gypsy, Traveller and Travelling Showpeople Accommodation Assessment (March
2014)
Cheshire East Council Gypsy, Traveller and Travelling Showpeople Site Identification Study
(April 2014)
CONSULTATIONS:

Environmental Protection – No objections subject to recommended conditions
Public Rights of Way – No objection
Strategic Infrastructure Manager – No objection subject to recommended conditions
Weston and Basford Parish Council:
The Parish Council objects to the proposal for the following reasons:








Outside of Settlement Boundary
Site is within Green Gap/Strategic Open Gap
Contrary to Policy RES.13 (Sites for Gypsies, Travellers and Travelling Show People)
of the C&NLP
No evidence of the need for the site
Access is unsuitable
Proximity to existing properties
Site is close to Conservation Area

REPRESENTATIONS
Many letters of representation have been received objecting to the proposal on the following
grounds:













Unsuitable access
No need for the site
How large is a traveller family?
Not in the Weston NP
Site is within Green Gap
Site is close to a school, nursery and other community groups
Site is adjacent to Conservation Area
Impact on wildlife
Increase in traffic
Impact on Public Right of Way
Sewage disposal
Loss of village identity

And three letters of support.
APPRAISAL
The key issues in the determination of this application are:

(a)

Whether the site is in an appropriate location for the use proposed having particular
regard to accessibility to services and facilities as well as other sustainability
considerations referred to in the Local Plan and Planning Policy for Traveller Sites;

(b)

The effect of the proposed development on the character and appearance of the area;

(c)

Impact on residential amenity

(d)

Impact on highway safety

(e)

Ecological impact

(f)

Whether there are material considerations which outweigh any identified harm and
conflict with policy.

Principle of Development
Policies within the development plan, in conjunction with national planning guidance and
advice in Planning Policy for Traveller Sites, accept that outside Green Belt areas, rural
settings, where the application proposal is located (Open Countryside), are acceptable in
principle for gypsy and traveller caravan sites.
Whilst the need for gypsy and traveller accommodation is a consideration (considered below),
both development plan policies and Government guidance require, in addition, consideration
of the impact on the surrounding area, neighbouring amenity, highway safety, the need to
respect the scale of the nearest settled community and also the availability of alternatives to
the car in accessing local services. These matters are assessed below.
Demonstrable Need
Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Assessment (“GTAA”) (2018)
The Council, in support of the preparation of the First Draft Site Allocations and Development
Policies document (“FDSADPD”) has updated its evidence base on a sub-regional basis, on
the need for additional Gypsy and Traveller and Travelling Showperson accommodation. The
updated GTAA (2018) identifies a need in the borough, up to 2030, for the provision of:•
•
•

32 additional permanent residential pitches for Gypsy and Travellers:
a transit site of between 5 and 10 pitches for Gypsy and Travellers; and
5 additional plots for Travelling Showpeople.

The base date for the updated GTAA (2018) is May 2017. The updated GTAA (2018) has been
prepared following the publication of the revised version of the Planning Policy for Traveller
Sites (PPTS) in August 2015 to take account of the definition change of Travellers for planning
purposes.
Approach to Site Allocations

Local Plan Strategy (“LPS”) policy SC7 ‘Gypsies and Travellers and Travelling Showpeople’
states that sites will be allocated or approved to meet the needs set out in the most recent
GTAA. The LPS (in paragraph 12.67) also notes that sites for Gypsies and Travellers and
Travelling Showpeople will be allocated in the Site Allocations and Development Policies
Document (“SADPD”).
The Council has recently published its Local Development Scheme (“LDS”) (2018 – 2020 - with
effect from the 1 October 2018). The LDS sets out the timetable for the production of Local
Plan documents. The LDS anticipates the submission of the SADPD for independent
examination in the 3rd Quarter of 2019 with adoption in the 1st Quarter of 2020.
Policy SC7 of the LPS lists a number of considerations for proposals for Gypsy and Traveller
and Travelling Showperson sites, including access and proximity of the site to local services /
facilities, access to public transport, impact on character and appearance and adequate
provision for parking, turning and servicing amongst other factors.
First Draft Site Allocations and Development Policies Document (“FDSADPD”)
The Council published the SADPD for consultation from the 11 September 2018 until the 22
October 2018. The SADPD proposes further policy guidance on Gypsy, Traveller and
Travelling Showperson provision (policy HOU 5). The SADPD also proposes three site
allocations that would address part of the accommodation needs identified in the updated
GTAA. The three proposed site allocations, included in the SADPD for consultation, are:
•
Site G&T 1 Land east of Railway Cottages, Nantwich for six permanent residential
Gypsy and Traveller pitches;•
Site G&T 2 Land at Coppenhall Moss, Crewe for seven permanent residential Gypsy
and Traveller pitches;•
Site TS1 Lorry park, off Mobberley Road, Knutsford for three Travelling Showperson
plots.
Alongside the SADPD, the Council has published its draft Gypsy, Traveller and Travelling
Showpeople Site Selection Report [FD 14] which sets out the steps taken by the Council to
establish and assess a list of sites in terms of their suitability and availability.
In general terms, the list of sites that have been collated do not perform particularly well in
terms of their planning suitability. Most are located in the open countryside and services and
facilities are not readily accessible to them by foot, cycle or public transport. As such the
Council, alongside the consultation on the SADPD, has a call for sites process running for
Gypsy and Traveller and Travelling Showperson sites to be submitted to the Council for further
consideration in the final SADPD.
Following the call for sites exercise and the outcomes of the consultation on the allocations
proposed in the SADPD, further site assessment will take place and a decision will be made on
those allocations considered suitable for allocation in the publication version of the SADPD.
The publication version of the SADPD will be a full, final draft of the document the Council
intends to submit for examination. This will be consulted on for six weeks before being
submitted for public examination. As noted above, the LDS anticipates the submission of the

SADPD for independent examination in the 3rd Quarter of 2019 with adoption in the 1st
Quarter of 2020.
In summary:•
The Council has prepared an update to the GTAA which updates the need for Gypsy
and Traveller and Travelling Showperson accommodation in the borough. This indicates a
need for 32 additional permanent pitches up to 2030.
•
The Council intends to approve or allocate sites, in line with policy SC7 of the Local Plan
Strategy to meet the need identified in the GTAA. Sites will be allocated for such uses through
the SADPD.
•
The FDSADPD is out for consultation until the 22 October 2018. The FDSADPD
proposes to allocate three sites to meet part of the need identified for Gypsies and Travellers
and Travelling Showpeople in the borough up to 2030.
•
The Council anticipates that the publication version of the SADPD will be published in
the 3rd Quarter of 2019 with adoption in the 1st Quarter of 2020.
Sustainability
The site is located adjacent to the village of Weston. Day-to-day facilities such as a primary
school, bus route, post office and pub are present within the village with secondary schools,
medical facilities and supermarkets available in Crewe approximately 4 miles from the site.
Locationally therefore, the site is considered to be sustainable.
The PPTS makes it clear that sustainability is important and should not only be considered in
terms of transport mode and distance from services, but other factors such as economic and
social considerations are important material considerations. It is considered that authorised
sites assist in the promotion of peaceful and integrated co-existence between the travellers and
the local community. The provision of this site will achieve this aim, and will help with easier
access GPs, schools and other services for the family occupying the site.
Character and Appearance
The site is adjoined the existing Settlement Boundary of Weston with residential development
to the south and open fields to the east and north. To the west lies what appears to be a
horticultural operation with associated glass houses and other buildings, beyond this is a row of
residential properties.
The site itself has mature boundary hedges and trees to the south, east and west.
Policy C of PPTS makes clear that gypsy and traveller sites may be acceptable in rural settings
and hence there can be no in principle presumption that they should be hidden from view or
that a degree of harm to the character and appearance of the countryside is unacceptable. The
sight of caravans in the countryside is not unusual.
The proposal seeks consent for one family pitch, which will include one mobile home and one
moveable touring caravan, with hardstanding, a utility/day room and the retention of the
existing previously approved stables. The proposed dayroom/utility building will measure 8
metres by 5 metres with a roof ridge height of 4.4 metres and will be timber clad.

The site is rectangular in shape with an access on to Cemetery Road and will not be readily
visible from this passing highway given the proximity of nearby dwellings. The existing
properties along Cemetery Road which back onto the application site will be screened by the
existing boundary vegetation. Further to this views of the site from other directions will be
limited given the trees and hedgerows on and around the site.
With the above in mind, and having regard to the small scale of the proposals, the visual
impact on the surrounding countryside and landscape would not be significant or intrusive.
Policies GG1 (Green Gap) of the Neighbourhood Plan does not permitted the construction of
new buildings where the development proposed will:
a) Result in the degradation or erosion of the physical area of the
existing green gap as shown on the plan.
b) Adversely affect the visual character of the landscape and
local wildlife habitats and corridors unless the adverse
effects on wildlife could be overcome by mitigation.
c) Result in the loss of hedgerows, hedgerow trees and areas of
woodland where they make a significant contribution to the
character and appearance of the area.
d) Diminish the visual gaps between existing settlements.
e) Result in the physical and or visual coalescence of settlements.
Policy NE.4 (Green Gaps) of the Borough of Crewe and Nantwich Replacement Local Plan
2011 states that new development will not be permitted which would:
a) Result in the erosion of the physical gaps between built up areas, or
b) Adversely affect the visual character of the landscape
The application site is partially contained by the existing boundary vegetation with the existing
development to the south and west. As such, the site will be screened from most view points
from the surrounding area and the proposed mobile home, caravan and building would be seen
against a backdrop of existing development when viewed from the north and west. The
buildings on site would also not project any further than existing buildings to the north-east and
north-west.
With this in mind it is not considered that the proposed development would lead to an erosion
of the physical gap between Weston and other settlements
It is therefore considered therefore this proposal would not materially compromise or
undermine the purpose of the green gap of maintaining the separation between existing
communities or preventing settlements from merging.

The proposed development does not involve the loss of any existing hedgerows or trees.
Amenity
The closest residential dwellings to the application site are those situated along Cemetery
Road to the south. There is a minimum separation distance of 30 metres to the nearest of
these properties which is well in excess of the 21.3 metre separation recommended in the
SPD. Further to this the existing boundary vegetation will act to screen the site from the
dwellings. As such, it is not therefore considered to result in any significant harm to living
conditions.
With regards to environmental disturbance, the Council’s Environmental Protection Officer
has reviewed the proposal and advised that they have no objections in principal however has
suggest a condition relating to external lighting.
Highway Safey
The application is for a caravan site for residential purposes which would utilise an existing
access onto Cemetery Rd, which is a C-class road.
The access is a PROW and also currently serves a number of residential properties and a
small business.
The Council’s Highways Officer initially responded to the application objecting to the
application. Since this response further information has been received.
The applicant is the owner of the stables on the same site and currently accesses them using
the same vehicle access onto Cemetery Rd, and he currently has to travel from off-site to the
application site. If he was to relocate to the proposed caravan site then these vehicle trips
would not need to take place and would be netted off, reducing the overall vehicular impact of
the proposal. A condition tying the residential and stable uses together will ensure this.
Given the limited width of the access it was not known if a caravan could safely enter and exit
the site. A site visit was therefore carried out by the highway engineer and observations made
of the applicant driving a caravan out of and into the site; he was able to do so comfortably.
The applicant also informs that a caravan has been stored within the site and used the
access for a number of years without incident, which is reflective of the lack of recorded
accidents at this access onto Cemetery Road.
The proposal also includes a mobile home. Given the limited width of the access the mobile
home would have to be constructed within the site. It is currently not known how this would
take place but the applicant has agreed to a condition for a Construction Management Plan
(CMP), which would include details provided by the mobile home provider should the
application be approved. This would then be considered by planning and highway officers
before the developmen commences.
It is recognised that the access width onto Cemetery Rd at 3m is narrower than standard, but
with the conditions as stated above, the on-site observations, and as the access is existing
with no recorded accidents, it would be difficult to defend an objection on highway grounds.

As a result the highway engineer has raised no objection subject to the following conditions:
Condition 1: The residential and stable uses are linked so that one cannot be independent of
the other.
Condition 2: prior to commencement of development a CMP should be submitted and
approved which details the construction of the mobile home including how the parts will be
transported onto the site, construction vehicle types, sizes and numbers.
Cheshire Fire Service
At the request of the Southern Planning Committee the Cheshire Fire Service has been
consulted.
In national guidance regarding residential development the Association of Chief Fire Officers
has stated that to reach a fire a 2.75m vehicle access width over a short distance would be
acceptable, subject to other requirements such as a pump appliance location. As the access
into this site is 3m wide, this indicates that an emergency vehicle could enter the site.
In this instance Cheshire Fire have stated that they would expect the access width to be no
less than 3.1m. As the access to the site is approximately 3m it would appear too narrow to
comply with building regulations.
However this is not a definitive response as Cheshire Fire would be a statutory consultee
during the building regulations process within which the access would be scrutinised in
greater detail and a recommendation provided.
In any case fire access to the site is not a material planning consideration as this is dealt with
under Building Regulations which sits outside of planning legislation.
The applicant has advised that they do not wish to go to the expense of producing a CMP in
the event that approval is not granted. This is not unreasonable as a CMP is usually
conditioned for larger development applications where construction access would have
greater safety implications or impact on the highway than this proposal. A CMP has therefore
not been submitted but will be secured by planning condition.
Building Control
A gypsy/traveller site does not require a building regulations application and, as such,
Building Control has no jurisdiction over the type of development and would not be able to
comment on the access arrangements. The only statutory consultee on the issue of the
proposed access are the Fire Service however as noted above access is not controlled under
planning legislation.
Human Rights and Race Relations
It is right and proper that Local Planning Authorities should consider the consequences of
refusing or granting planning permission, or taking enforcement action, on the rights of the

individuals concerned. Article 8 of the Human Rights Act 1988 states that everyone has the
right to respect for his private and family life, his home and his correspondence. It adds there
shall be no interference by a public authority with the exercise of this right except such as in
accordance with the law and is necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national
security, public safety or the economic well being of the country, for the prevention of disorder
or crime, for the protection of health or morals or the protection of the rights and freedoms of
others.
The applicants are travellers, a racial group protected from discrimination by the Race
Relations Act 1976. Further, Article 14 of the Human Rights Act states that the enjoyment of
the rights and freedoms set forth in that Convention shall be secured without discrimination
on any ground such as sex, race, colour, language, religion, political or other opinion, national
or social origin, association with a national minority, property, birth or other status.
In this particular case, the determination of this application will not have a direct impact on the
occupier’s rights given that the application site has not been laid out or is being occupied.
Should the application be refused, the applicant has a right of appeal and any resultant
enforcement proceedings would only be taken following due consideration of the
aforementioned rights.
The impact of the development on the rights of the local residents has been fully assessed;
both in this report and accordingly any impact are considered acceptable.
PLANNING BALANCE & CONCLUSIONS
Whilst the application site is located within the Green Gap, it would serve to provide a
sustainable Gypsy and Traveller site for one family and would offer a contribution (albeit
small) to the need to provide such sites.
The visual impact of the proposal in terms of the wider landscape would be minimised owing
to the characteristics and screening of the site and its small scale.
The site is generally within good proximity to facilities and amenities in the village of Weston
and further afield in Crewe and is reasonably accessible. No significant amenity or highway
issues are raised.
Overall, the proposal would assist the Council towards meeting this existing and future need.
Consequently, subject to the conditions, it is considered that the benefits of the proposal
outweigh any negative impacts
RECOMMENDATION
APPROVE subject to conditions
1. The development hereby approved shall commence within three years of the date of this
permission.

2. There shall be no more than 1 touring caravan and 1 mobile home stationed on the site at
any given time, as defined in the Caravan Sites and Control of Development Act 1960 and
the Caravan Sites Act 1968, as amended. Unless otherwise required/specified by other
conditions, the development hereby approved shall be carried out in total accordance with
the approved plans
3. Approved plans list
4. The materials to be used shall be in strict accordance with those specified in the application
unless different materials are first agreed in writing with the Local Planning Authority
5. No development shall commence until there has been submitted to and approved by the
Local Planning Authority a scheme of landscaping for the site indicating inter alia the
positions of all existing trees and hedgerows within and around the site, indications of any to
be retained together with measures for their protection during the course of development,
also the number, species, heights on planting and positions of all additional trees, shrubs
and bushes to be planted.
6. No development shall commence until details of the positions, design, materials and type of
boundary treatment to be erected have been submitted to and approved in writing by the
Local Planning Authority. The development hereby permitted shall not be occupied until the
scheme has been implemented in accordance with the approved details.
7. Prior to the comencement of development, full details of the proposed foul and surface
water drainage from the site have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority. The approved details shall thereafter be implemented in full before the
building is first occupied or brought into use.
8. Prior to the comencement of development, full details of any external lighting be submitted
and approved by the LPA
9. The use of the stables (and associated land) will be limited to the occupiers of the
gypsy/traveller site unless otherwise agreed in writing by the LPA.
10. The site shall not be occupied by any persons other than gypsies and travellers as defined
in Annex 1 paragraph 1 of the Planning Policy for Traveller Sites 2015 or any subsequent
definition given in national guidance.
11. No commercial activities shall take place on the land at any time, including the storage of
materials.
12. Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted
Development) Order 2015 (or any order revoking or re-enacting that order), no development
(as defined by Section 55 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990) as may otherwise be
permitted by virtue of Class(es) E and F of Part 1 and Class A of Part 2 Schedule 2 of the
Order shall be carried out.
13. No development shall commence until there has been submitted to and approved by the
Local Planning Authority a Construction Management Plan to detail how the mobile will be

constructed on the site as well as how it will fit in to the site. Details to also include the
parking of delivery vehicles during the construction process
Informatives:
1. NPPF
2. Hours of construction
3. Contaminated Land

Application No:

18/3123N

Location:

LAND SOUTH EAST OF CREWE ROAD ROADABOUT, UNIVERSITY
WAY, CREWE

Proposal:

Erection of a new foodstore (Use Class A1), access, substation and
associated car parking and landscaping.

Applicant:

Mr George Brown, Aldi Stores Limited

Expiry Date:

05-Oct-2018

Summary
The application site is an employment allocation as part of Policy E.1.1 of the C&NLP.
The site has not been marketed for employment uses and the proposed retail
development of this site would be contrary to Policy EG 3 of the CELPS.
The proposal is an out-of-centre retail development. There is no requirement for an
impact assessment and it is considered that the proposed development would not have a
significant adverse impact upon the vitality and viability of Crewe Town Centre or
Haslington local centre. It is accepted that there are no sequentially preferable sites and
the development complies with Policy EG 5 of the CELPS.
The highways implications of the development are considered to be acceptable and the
proposed development would comply with the Councils parking standards. The proposed
development would comply with Policies BE.3 of the C&NLP and C02 of the CELPS.
The amenity implications of the proposed development, including noise, air quality and
contaminated land are considered to be acceptable and would comply with BE.1, BE.6
and NE.16 of the C&NLP and SE 12 of the CELPS.
The design of the proposed development is considered to be acceptable and there are
no archaeology implications associated with this development. As a result the
development complies with Policy SE 1 of the CELPS; and BE.16 of the C&NLP.
However the proposed development would result in less than substantial harm upon the
heritage assets. In this case the principle of the retail use on this employment allocation
is not accepted. As a result the public benefits of the proposal does not outweigh the less
than substantial harm.
The landscape implications of the proposed development are considered to comply with
SE 4 of the CELPS.
There is currently insufficient information in relation to trees and the proposed
development is contrary to Policy NE.5 of the C&NLP and Policies SE 3, SE 4 and SE 5

of the CELPS.
The impact upon protected species and habitats is largely acceptable. However as the
principle of retail development on the site is not considered to be acceptable, the impact
upon Great Crested Newts fails the tests within the Habitat directive and the development
is contrary to Policies NE.9 of the C&NLP and SE 3 of the CELPS
The drainage and flood risk implications of the proposed development are considered to
be acceptable and the development complies with Policies CE 13 of the CELPS and
NE.20 of the C&NLP.
Finally the development of the site would have some economic benefits as identified
above and this does attract some weight. However it should be noted that these benefits
are likely to be less than those which would be secured if the employment allocation on
the site was implemented.
RECOMMENDATION
REFUSE
PROPOSAL:
This is a full application for the construction of a new foodstore (use class A1) which would have a
gross external area of 1,801sqm, a gross internal area of 1,315sqm and a net sales area of
1,315sqm. The store would be operated by Aldi.
The site would be accessed via an existing vehicle access off University Way to the west and
would include 132 car parking spaces, 12 bicycle spaces, 4 electric vehicle charging points, a
substation, a service area and landscaping.
SITE DESCRIPTION:
The application site is located to the eastern side of University Way and the site is set at an
elevated position in relation to University Way. To the south of the site is a tree lined watercourse
which is set at a lower level to the application site with an employment development which is
currently under construction beyond.
To the north-east the site adjoins the boundary with the Crewe Green Conservation Area which is
also located to the north and east of the site. To the east of the site is The Old Vicarage which is A
Grade II Listed Building with further Listed Buildings to the heart of the Conservation Area located
to the north-east of the site.
The application site is located largely within Flood Zone 1 although the access is located within
Flood Zone 2 and the southern boundary along the existing watercourse is located within Flood
Zone’s 2 and 3.
RELEVANT HISTORY:

10/3689N - Extension to Time Limit on Approved application P07/1431 Outline Application for
Proposed Office Development – Approved 16th December 2010
P07/1431 - Outline Application for Proposed Office Development – Approved 14th December 2010
P04/0489 - Outline Application for B1 Development on Area B, for B2/B8 Development on Plots B
C F G H and I on Area C, for Car Showroom/Dealership and Related Activities on Area E1 and
Open Space/Landscaping on Areas E2 and E3. Full Application for B2/B8 Development (Including
Roads, Parking and Landscaping) on Plots A D and E of Area C – Approved 19th October 2004
7/19179 – Outline application for business development (class B1) and a hotel (class C1) –
Approved 10th January 1991
7/16315 - Extension to Crewe Business Park – Approved 7th December 1988
7/13981 - New access road and sewers including new junction with improvement of A534 Crewe
Road – Approved 19th March 1987
7/11951 - Development of a high technology site – Approved 2nd August 1985
POLICIES
Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy (CELPS)
MP1 – Presumption in Favour of Sustainable Development
PG1 – Overall Development Strategy
PG2 – Settlement Hierarchy
PG7 – Spatial Distribution of Development
SD1 - Sustainable Development in Cheshire East
SD2 - Sustainable Development Principles
SE 1 - Design
SE 2 - Efficient Use of Land
SE 3 - Biodiversity and Geodiversity
SE 4 – The Landscape
SE 5 – Trees, Hedgerows and Woodland
SE 6 – Green Infrastructure
SE 7 – The Historic Environment
SE 9 – Energy Efficient Development
SE 12 – Pollution, Land Contamination and Land Instability
SE 13 - Flood Risk and Water Management
EG3 - Existing and Allocated Employment Sites
EG5 – Promoting a Town Centre First Approach to Retail and Commerce
IN1 – Infrastructure
IN2 – Developer Contributions
Borough of Crewe and Nantwich Replacement Local Plan 2011
NE.5 (Nature Conservation and Habitats)
NE.9 (Protected Species)
NE.11 (River and Canal Corridors)
NE.17 (Pollution Control)

NE.20 (Flood Prevention)
BE.1 (Amenity)
BE.3 (Access and Parking)
BE.4 (Drainage, Utilities and Resources)
BE.6 (Development on Potentially Contaminated Land)
BE.7 (Conservation Areas)
E.1 (Existing Employment Allocations)
TRAN.3 (Pedestrians)
TRAN.4 (Access for the Disabled)
TRAN.5 (Cycling)
National Policy:
The National Planning Policy Framework establishes a presumption in favour of sustainable
development.
Of particular relevance are paragraphs:
11 Presumption in favour of sustainable development.
85-90 Ensuring the Vitality of Town Centres
102-107 Promoting Sustainable Transport
124-132 Requiring good design
Neighbourhood Plans
There are no Neighbourhood Plans covering Crewe or Crewe Green.
CONSULTATIONS:
United Utilities: Conditions suggested.
CEC Environmental Health: Conditions suggested in relation to piling works, dust control, floor
floating, construction management plan, external lighting, electric vehicle infrastructure, travel plan
and contaminated land. Informatives suggested in relation to contaminated land and construction
hours).
CEC Spatial Planning: The Local Plan Strategy forms part of the Development Plan for Cheshire
East alongside policies within the Crewe and Nantwich Local Plan ‘saved’ for decision making
purposes. LPS Policy PG 1 sets the overall development strategy for the borough, which includes
a requirement for a minimum of 380 ha of land for business, general industrial and storage and
distribution uses over the period 2010 to 2030.
Table A.10 in Appendix A of the LPS shows a planned provision of 386.21 ha employment land
over the plan period. The existing employment land supply forms an important component of the
overall employment land provision. This supply consists of committed sites, sites under
construction and allocated sites from the legacy local plans, such as the Crewe and Nantwich
Local Plan.
It is vital that existing employment sires, premises and allocations that are viable for continued
employment uses are safeguarded (Paragraph 11.23 of the Local Plan Strategy). The application
site forms part an allocation for B1 employment in the Borough of Crewe and Nantwich Local Plan

2011 as E.1.1. Appendix B of the Local Plan Strategy notes that policy E1 (existing employment
areas) is a ‘saved’ policy for the purposes of decision making. Allocation E.1.1 (Crewe Business
Park / Crewe Green) states that land is allocated for “B1 and (emphasis added) any uses required
by and associated with Manchester Metropolitan University (“MMU”). For the avoidance of doubt,
such uses include classroom/teaching facilities, residential accommodation for students, indoor
and outdoor sport and recreational facilities”.
The applicant notes that MMU have announced their intention to leave the Crewe Campus in
2019. However, as emphasised above, the allocation of site E.1.1 allocates land for B1 uses in
addition to uses required by and associated with MMU.
Planning permission has recently been granted for 5 units for B2 and B8 uses (17/0341N)
immediately south of the site and construction works have started. Beyond this is Orion Park
which is another employment led scheme. As such it is considered that this site forms a viable
employment allocation and should be protected, in line with the requirements of policy EG3 of the
Local Plan Strategy.
The First Draft Site Allocations and Development Policies document, in policy EMP 2
(Employment Allocations), has reviewed and proposed to maintain the allocated employment site
in the First Draft Site Allocations and Development Policies Document. Policy EMP2 is supported
by an employment allocations review (2018) document which has reviewed the allocation. It is
recognised that the Site Allocations document is in first draft, however, it does provide evidence
that the Council has reviewed the suitability of the allocation and is proposing to maintain its
allocation in the Site Allocations and Development Policies document.
Policy EG 5 of the LPS (promoting a town centre first approach to retail and commerce) notes how
for Crewe, there will be a focus for high quality comparison retail, supported by a range of retail,
service, leisure, tourism, office and other town centre type retail uses, including residential. Town
Centres are promoted as the primary location for main town centre uses. Proposals for main town
centre uses should be located within designated town centres or on other sites allocated for that
particular type of development. Where there are no suitable sites available, edge of centre
locations must be considered prior to out-of-centre locations. Edge of centre and out of centre
proposals will be considered where:- There is no significant adverse impact on the vitality and viability of the surrounding areas: and it
is demonstrated that the tests outlined in current government guidance can be satisfied.
Policy SD2 (Sustainable Development Principles) sets out a number of principles that
development will be expected to achieve in the borough.
CEC Regeneration: The site forms part of an allocation for B1 use in the Borough of Crewe and
Nantwich Local Plan 2011 as E.1.1. Appendix B of the Local Plan Strategy notes that policy E1
(existing employment areas) is a ‘saved’ policy for the purposes of decision making.
The site is well located in a very prominent position with direct access off University Way (A5020)
and is extremely suitable for B1 use as allocated. Other land adjacent to the site has in recent
years been developed for B1/B2/B8 uses both at Orion Park and immediately to the south of the
applicant’s site where 5 industrial units (B2 & B8 use) are currently being constructed. All
developed land immediately to the east of University Way has been developed for B1/B2/B8 uses.

The delivery of these sites demonstrates the popularity, viability and suitability of this site for
B1/B2/B8 uses.
There is strong current demand for land and units with B1/B2/B8 uses in Crewe both from existing
expanding businesses and from inward investors. It is anticipated that demand will also be strong
in the future. Crewe is an excellent location for business. This view is reflected in ‘All Change for
Crewe: High Growth City’. The aspiration of All Change for Crewe includes the need to ensure
development of accompanying short to medium term employment sites to compliment the
strategic sites at Basford and Leighton in Crewe. Delivery of a new Crewe HS2 Hub Station in
2027 could bring structural change to the business offer in the area and further demand for
allocated employment sites such as at University Way, including the applicant’s site, is anticipated
to be high.
The application site should be protected for employment use as it is a suitable and required use
on that site. It is entirely reasonable to believe that the site could be used for the allocated B1
employment use in the future if sufficiently marketed.
Natural England: No objection. Natural England considers that the proposed development will not
have significant adverse impacts on statutory protected sites or landscapes. For advice on
protected species refer to the Natural England standard advice.
CEC Head of Strategic Infrastructure: The access has previously been approved for an office
development and is also acceptable for this proposal, as is the wider traffic impact. No objection
subject to the imposition of conditions and an informative.
CEC Archaeology: There is sufficient information to justify a recommendation for further
archaeological work.
CEC Flood Risk Manager: No objection in principle to the development subject to the imposition
of conditions.
CEC Skills and Growth Company (SAGC): The site is in a successful employment area, close to
a range of major business parks that have already attracted major businesses requiring office and
light industrial premises. It is also in an ideal attractive location on the Crewe Green roundabout
and is close to the new Crewe Green Link Road and the M6 motorway. The site is in a prime
location with high demand from occupiers. SAGC would support the view that the site should be
protected for employment use.
The 2018 Annual Commercial Property Review, details transactions completed in 2017 and
indicates a significant demand for high-end industrial units outstripping supply. In terms of
industrial transactions, 35 deals were completed in 2017 comprising a total of 56,455sqm with the
majority of deals completed in Crewe, totalling 15. The report includes a headline analysis of the
supply of vacant commercial assets and indicates a limited supply of high end industrial units.
This view is consistent with the principle industrial agent/consultant for Crewe who has been
involved in the key sites and schemes over the last 25 years. They also report that industrial land
availability for small to medium enterprise (a company with under 250 employees and less than
€50m turnover) is all but none existent in the town as proven by the significant interest we are
experiencing at Apollo Park. The agency are therefore of the opinion that the site would be better
served as an allocated B1, B2 and B8 development.

SAGC engage with over 500 businesses per annum and have good visibility of businesses
expanding and relocating to the area. There is over 500,000sqft of industrial demand for Crewe
(taking into account requests specifically for Crewe plus those searching for Crewe plus other
areas within a wider Cheshire East search). The figures indicate that there is a strong pipeline for
demand.
SAGC has not been contacted regarding the marketing of the site.
Environment Agency: No objection. Informative suggested.
VIEWS OF THE TOWN COUNCIL:
Crewe Town Council: Crewe Town Council makes the following observations:
- The additional employment which would be created is welcomed, but
- There is concern that approval would set a precedent for retail development on the edge of the
town at the expense of the town centre and the environment
- There is a lack of public transport realistically available to shoppers visiting the site. The
acceptable distances for commuting and education referred to in the applicant’s transport
assessment are not appropriate for retail development, and few of the residential areas within
the store’s catchment would be directly served by the existing bus routes. As a consequence,
the majority of residents without access to a car would be denied access to low cost shopping at
this site.
- The positioning of the building at the rear of the site does not positively contribute to the
streetscene.
Crewe Green Parish Council: The Parish Council has been impressed by the professional
approach to this Application shown by JLL, the Agents acting on behalf of their client Aldi Stores
Ltd resulting in an Application that has been carefully conceived and presented.
Aldi Stores Ltd has shown proper consideration to the pre-Application process by actively
engaging in a public consultation exercise, approaching the immediate neighbours and presenting
their project to the Parish Council.
The Parish Council and immediate neighbours have raised concern with respect to potential
operational and traffic noise, light nuisance and impact on existing trees and ecology which the
development may cause. It is therefore imperative that these issues are properly addressed by
ensuring full compliance with appropriate conditions.
It is understood that Aldi Stores Ltd are continuing to meet with the immediate neighbours to agree
appropriate mitigation measures to address these concerns.
From a Planning perspective, this is clearly a departure from the allocated use for this site, but on
balance the significant employment benefits must be properly considered for this alternative A1
use. Furthermore, the scale and design of the proposed building will certainly have less of an
impact on the adjacent Conservation Area than the likely alternative allocated development.
Subject to the above issues being properly considered, the Parish Council fully support the
Application.

REPRESENTATIONS:
Letters of support have been received from 37 local households which raise the following points;
Support the new store and environment
Lack of disabled access at the existing store
Support based on the building being single storey with raised land banking and
landscaping to the boundaries of the site
Support the store but are concerned about traffic queues to access the site as
experienced at the Nantwich Road Aldi
The new store would be accessible by bicycle
The store will provide benefits to local residents instead of the large warehouses being
developed along University Way
A mixed use development of housing and shops would be better
The new store will be required to support the growing population of Crewe
The new store will provide plenty of parking provision
A new bus service should be provided to serve the store
More out of town shopping is needed in Crewe
Crewe should get a new Aldi like Holmes Chapel
Reduced pollution in Crewe
The store will provide job opportunities and more choice in store
Better/easier access to the store
The store would be ideally suited to serve the community
There are traffic problems associated with accessing the existing store
The store would be located away from the existing retail park, Earle Street, Hungerford
Road and Macon Way which suffer from traffic problems
More choice in store
No bus service to the existing Aldi store
The Aldi on the retail park is small and the aisles are too narrow
The One Stop and Co-op stores in Haslington are too small and have little customer
parking
The development will help to ease congestion in Haslington
The new store would be accessible on foot for some residents and reduce the carbon
footprint
Benefits to the local economy
The access off University Way would be much better than the current store
Approving the development would diversify this part of the town and allow access other
stores to relocate
Support the application provided that the proposed landscaping is carried out
The landscaped setting of the store will enhance the store environment
Reduced travel times
Letters of objection have been received from 10 local households and 1 local business which raise
the following points;
The proposed store would be detrimental to the Grand Junction Retail Park
The out of town location would be inaccessible to most elderly, disabled and low income
members of the public
A new store is not needed
Increase congestion in the area

-

-

Increased traffic congestion at Crewe Green roundabout (despite the current
redevelopment works)
Aldi’s business model is based on high footfall, long hours and reduced time in store
which will increase traffic
Increased HGV movements
Impact upon local businesses including independent shops which make a positive
contribution to the local community
Lack of confidence that Aldi will maintain the proposed planting and screening
The proposed store will be dependent on the private motor vehicle
There is adequate grocery provision in the area
Anybody without a car will have to cross main roads to access the car
The proposed layout means that the building is set back from the road and visitors will be
greeted by an expanse of lifeless car-parking
Pedestrians would have to cross the car park to get to the store
The store has many similarities to the proposed Lidl Store on Mill Street and members of
the Southern Planning Committee were critical of this style of store. Members of the
committee drew comparison to the Nantwich Road Aldi as a case of good comparison
The new Crewe Green roundabout is supposed to ease traffic flows. The proposal will
create more traffic
There is an abundance of empty shops in Crewe Town Centre
Approving this store will open the door for further retail development and the creation of a
new retail park
The site was allocated for office development
Increased urbanisation of the area
The proposal will drive trade further from Crewe Town Centre
Noise nuisance is already significant from the other developments along University Way
Increased noise pollution
With the development of HS2 there will be demand for technical services which this site
would suit
There is no need for any new Aldi store
The new roundabout is meant to decrease air pollution
Impact upon protected species
The area is under siege from recent developments
The site is in close proximity to the Crewe Green Conservation Area which includes
numerous Listed Buildings
The noise assessment undertaken by Aldi is flawed as it ignores the impact of the car
park activities which will occur 08:00-22:00 Monday to Saturday and 10:00-18:00 on
Sundays. This is contrary to WHO guidelines
There are inconsistencies with the traffic data which has been provided by Aldi. It is not
clear what the traffic generation will actually be from the proposed store.
The submitted TA is almost silent when it comes to vehicles turning right from or onto the
northbound University Way. It is not clear how crossing traffic will be addressed to
prevent traffic queues developing in all directions
The submitted TA does not include ‘Diverted Trips’ or ‘Transferred Trips’. In reality this
will lead to additional vehicle movements on the Crewe Green roundabout and University
Way. Furthermore if shoppers continue to shop at other retailers at Grand Junction Retail
Park it would constitute an extra trip on the network
The vacated Aldi store at the retail park will be taken by another retailer and will bring its
own traffic

-

-

-

-

The originally proposed office development would provide more varied employment for
the local community
Loss of habitat for protected species
This type of business and the façade is not consistent with the Crewe Green
Conservation Area
Security concerns as the store carpark can attract gatherings at night
The marginal changes to the plans do nothing to address the issue of the anti-pedestrian
layout. The frontage of the site is dominated by car-parking
Pedestrians would have to cross the car park to access the new store
There are similarities between this scheme and the Lidl application on Nantwich Road
The Co-operative Group currently operates a Co-op convenience store a short distance
to the west of the application site which is considerably smaller than the proposed Aldi
store but is of a suitable scale to provide top-up shopping facilities
The application site is currently allocated for employment development under Policy EG3.
The supporting planning statement does not address any marketing of the site for
employment uses, the supply of employment land within the Borough or the overall
demand for employment premises within this part of Cheshire East
The applicant has presented only limited evidence to demonstrate that the development
of the existing employment allocation is unviable
Policy ECG3 of the CELPS states that sites should be marketed at a realistic price
reflecting the employment status of the site for no less than 2 years
The consultation response from the Skills and Growth Company states that there is
significant demand for employment premises in this part of the Borough
The supporting planning statement primarily justifies the loss of the allocated employment
land on the basis that the proposal will not harm business and employment within the
Borough, and that such development at the application site would have unacceptable
amenity impacts on local residents. However, these criteria would only apply if it can be
demonstrated that the application site was not suitable or viable for employment
development under the terms of part 3 of Policy ECG3.
The proposed development would harm wider business and employment opportunities by
reducing the availability of high quality employment land in Crewe.
In terms of impacts on residential amenities, it is clearly not possible to assess any
adverse impacts associated with future employment development or to determine at this
stage that appropriate design solutions would not be feasible.
The second part of Policy ECG3 states that where there is a case for alternative
development on existing employment land then ‘all opportunities must be explored to
incorporate an element of employment development as part of a mixed use scheme’. It is
clear that the application scheme does not incorporate any employment development.
The Co-op recognises that its existing convenience store at Crewe Green is not
protected, in planning policy terms, from the trade impacts of the proposed development.
However, it does anticipate significant trade impacts on its existing store, which is one of
a number of ancillary facilities to the west of University Way. These facilities have an
established role supporting the needs of employees and visitors to Crewe Business Park.
The proposed development would threaten the viability of the existing Co-op store and
therefore the range of existing facilities within this cluster. The proposed Aldi store would
perform a different role serving a much wider catchment area. The proposed Aldi would
be of a scale that would be incompatible with the functioning of this key employment area
The existing store occupies a freestanding building with a large service area to the west
and vacant land to the rear that appear to provide various opportunities for an extension.

-

Furthermore, it is unclear whether the applicant has fully considered other opportunities
that may be available at Grand Junction. The retail park contains two adjacent units
occupied by Maplin and Carpertright that would be capable of amalgamation and are
likely to be available following the collapse of Maplin and the widely publicised difficulties
of Carpetright.
The relocation of the existing store from an edge-of-centre location to an out-of-centre
location is likely to reduce linked trips with Crewe Town Centre and is therefore likely to
have adverse impacts on town centre trade.

A representation has been received from Cllr Brookfield which raises the following points;
As one of the ward councillors whilst I do not object to the application I do have some
concerns I would like to note and bring to the attention of the Committee.
Firstly I would confirm that I welcome the employment any new store would bring to the
area however I am concerned about the impact on other retail areas of the town namely
Grand Junction Retail Park and the town centre which we hope to see development of in
the near future. I am anxious not to set a precedent by allowing retail here and opening
the floodgates to discover a brand new retail park on the edge of town - again diminishing
the footfall to other established localities in the town.
Recent covenants have been lifted in this area recently and I am concerned at the time of
discussions the possibility of retail was not discussed. Clarity needs to be sought on this
matter.
Connectivity and transport are of concern as it is evident that unless you have a motor
vehicle then access to this store may be difficult and this would prohibit a large section of
the older generation and those on low incomes from accessing the store. Public transport
along this stretch of road is inadequate.
APPRAISAL
Principle of Development
The NPPF requires the application of a sequential test for main town centre uses that are not in an
existing centre nor in accordance with an up-to-date development plan. The application site is an
out-of-centre location.
Policy EG5 of the CELPS states that Town Centre will be promoted as the primary location for
main town centre uses. Point 7 of this Policy then states that;
Proposals for main town centre uses should be located within the designated town centres or on
other sites allocated for that particular type of development. Where there are no suitable sites
available, edge-of-centre locations must be considered prior to out-of centre locations. Edge-ofcentre and out-of-centre proposals will be considered where:
i.
there is no significant adverse impact on the vitality and viability of the surrounding town
centres; and
ii.
it is demonstrated that the tests outlined in current government guidance can be satisfied.
iii.
The sequential approach will not be applied to applications for small scale rural offices or
other small scale rural development in line with the government guidance.
Within the town centre the Cheshire Retail Study 2016 identifies that Crewe Town Centre has a
higher number of vacant units than the national average but that the majority of the vacant units

are small to medium in scale. However the report also concludes that the town centre is well
represented in terms of the convenience (food, drinks, tobacco, newspapers/magazines, cleaning
materials, toiletries) and comparison goods provision (all other goods) but is under-represented in
terms of its service provision.
The Cheshire Retail Study then goes onto conclude that the health of Crewe Town Centre has
declined in recent years and that it is evident that positive steps have already been taken to
attracting new investment in Crewe via the production of the Crewe Town Centre Regeneration
Delivery framework for Growth in addition to the Councils acquisition of the Royal Arcade site with
the intention of delivering a leisure-led mixed use development.
It should be noted that the council has employed a Retail Planning Consultant White Young Green
(WYG) to assess the retail planning implications of this development.
Impact Assessment
An impact assessment is not required as the proposed development is below the threshold of
2,500sq.m as set out within the NPPF and referred to in the CELPS. However it should be noted
that EG 5 of the CELPS requires that proposals for out-of-centre retail development to
demonstrate that they will have no significant adverse impact upon the vitality and viability of the
surrounding town centres. As a result WYG have stated that they consider it is necessary for the
applicant to undertake a qualitative impact assessment to asses the impact of the proposal on the
vitality and viability of surrounding centres.
Sequential Test
The NPPF advises that where an application fails to satisfy the sequential test then the application
should be refused. This is supported by Policy EG5 of the CELPS.
The sequential test is a key element of the NPPF. In support of this the Planning Practice
Guidance states that the sequential test should be proportionate and appropriate for the given
proposal and should;
- Have due regard to the requirement to demonstrate flexibility. Has the suitability of more
central sites to accommodate the proposal been considered? Where the proposal would be
located in an edge of centre or out of centre location preference should be given to sites that are
well connected to the town centre.
- Is there scope or flexibility in the format and/or scale of the proposal? It is not necessary to
demonstrate that a potential town centre or edge of centre site can be accommodate precisely
the scale and form of the development being proposed, but rather to consider what contribution
more central sites are able to make individually to accommodate the proposal.
- If there are no suitable sequentially preferable locations, the sequential test is passed.
The area of search for a sequentially preferable site has been identified with the Planning and
Retail Statement from JLL (the agents for the applicant) and the approach identified has been
accepted by WYG. The proposed store will serve a local catchment of up to 25,000 people within
a five minute drive of the application site. WYG state that the catchment appropriately reflects the
area from which the majority of the trade will be drawn to the proposed foodstore.

JLL assess four alternative sites within and outside Crewe town centre. These are the Royal
Arcade (Crewe Town Centre), Lockitt Street (out of centre), Rail House (out of centre) and Q110
(out of centre). An addendum report then considered two alternative sites Macon Way and Grand
Junction Retail Park.
JLL have identified that Aldi trades from modern food stores with gross areas of between
1,800sqm and 2,400sqm. This application site has been determined that it would accommodate a
smaller format 1800sqm store to serve the local catchment (a site of 0.75 hectares developable
area is required). The applicant considers that they have applied flexibility to their site search by
considering land between 0.5 hectares and 1 hectare and buildings between 1,600sqm and
2,000sqm.
WYG consider that the applicant has applied an appropriate level of flexibility and they also note
that the lease on the current Aldi store at the Grand Junction Retail Park is due to expire in 2020
and that the existing store (1,162sq.m gross and 760sqm net) is too small and is not operating
efficiently.
The sites were considered as follows;
-

Crewe Town Centre – JLL state that the Royal Arcade site is not available as there is no
information or certainty that the proposed foodstore development could be delivered within a
reasonable timescale. In addition they consider that the site is unsuitable on the basis that it
does not offer any units of an appropriate size which are directly connected to a carpark. WYG
agree that the Royal Arcade site is not currently available, as any preferable sites would need
to be available within a similar time period to the closure of the existing store. WYG do not
accept the reasoning put forward by JLL that the Royal Arcade site is unsuitable given the
early stage of the development process. WYG conclude that ‘Notwithstanding the uncertainties
as to whether the Royal Arcade scheme could be made suitable to accommodate the
proposed foodstore development, the site is not considered to be available’
In terms of the Royal Arcade site the comments made by JLL and WYG are noted. However it
should be noted that the NPPF paragraph 86 states that ‘Main town centre uses should be
located in town centres, then in edge of centre locations; and only if suitable sites are not
available (or expected to become available within a reasonable period) should out of centre
sites be considered’. The NPPF does not contain any definition of a ‘reasonable period’. On
balance the circumstances of the Royal Arcade (the uncertainty relating to its delivery and
whether it could accommodate the proposed store) does mean that it is accepted that this site
is not available. However as time moves on and the time frame for the development of the
Royal Arcade does become clearer this position could change.

-

Grand Junction Retail Park (Edge of Centre) – The former Maplin unit is too small (gross
floorspace of 497sqm). The Carpetright unit is not vacant and the Crewe store is not identified
as one of the 92 outlets which will close. The existing units at Grand Junction Retail Park do
not constitute a sequentially preferable site. JLL discount the area of land in service use to the
south of the existing Aldi building and an area of land to the south of the store. The service
yard is required as a turning circle for delivery vehicles and is not available. The area to the
south is available and has previously had planning permission for an extension to the Aldi store
(14/3477N to achieve a sales area of 1,263sqm net). However JLL have discounted this site as
the discussions with the landlord in relation to rental levels indicate that they would be 27%

higher than what Aldi can justify. WYG accept that the opportunities to extend the existing
store have been explored and that due to the constraints of the site, the existing location is not
suitable for an extended store (the opening hours of the retail park are restricted and parking
problems during peak periods).
-

Lockitt Street (Out of Centre) – Is unavailable as retailers are already signed up to
accommodate the floorspace proposed and the redevelopment of the site for mixed use (retail
units and residential has) has been refused on highways grounds and on design grounds.

-

Rail House (Out of Centre) – WYG accept that the office development is not available for
redevelopment, as the office space is only available for let. The site is not available or suitable
for a foodstore development.

-

Q110, Weston Road (Out of Centre) – This industrial/distribution centre is under construction.
It has been discounted as it is being constructed for this specific use and its size (over
10,000sqm) would exceed the proposed requirements. WYG agree that the site does not
constitute a sequentially superior site.

-

Macon Way (Out of Centre) – The site has been discounted on the basis of its irregular shape
which cannot deliver a store, sufficient car parking provision, access point and servicing
requirements. This site is owned by CEC and is therefore available. However WYG accept that
the site cannot suitably accommodate the development proposal. WYG state that it is ‘evident
that JLL have explored a number of options at the site, but none of the options could
accommodate the required level of car parking (minimum of 100 spaces) to serve the store. In
addition, each of the options would have further constraints in terms of access, servicing and
site safety. On this basis, we agree with JLL’s conclusions that although the Macon Way site is
available, it could not suitably accommodate the proposed development and therefore does not
provide a sequentially preferable site’. Furthermore the site falls within Policy LPS 1 of the
CELPS and the development of the site should include offices or other commercial uses (not
retail).

In conclusion in terms of the sequential test WYG state that they are ‘satisfied that it can be
demonstrated that there are no sequentially preferable sites which are available and suitable to
accommodate the proposed development. WYG is satisfied that the proposal accords within
Policy EG 5 of the Local Plan Strategy and paragraphs 86 and 87 of the NPPF’.
The Impact of the Proposal on the Vitality and Viability of Surrounding Centres
As the proposal relates to the relocation of the existing Grand Junction Store the majority of the
trade will be diverted from Grand Junction Retail Park rather than from Crewe Town Centre. The
Cheshire Retail Study (2016) demonstrates that the existing store is trading well with a turnover
being well in excess of its benchmark turnover. On this basis WYG consider that the closure of the
Grand Junction Store without the provision of a replacement store would result in a gap in
provision for customers located to the east of Crewe.
The existing Aldi store is located at the southern end of the retail park approximately 600m from
the primary shopping area. Given the location of the existing store it is considered that linked trips
brought by the closure of the existing Aldi store would not have a significant impact upon Crewe

town centre. However it should be noted that this proposed development would not result in any
linked trips with Crewe Town Centre.
WYG agree with JLL that the provision of a larger replacement store will deliver qualitative
benefits of a better customer shopping experience. This is due to the existing store overtrading.
WYG then conclude that the proposed foodstore will not have a significant adverse impact on the
vitality and viability of Crewe town centre.
There is a concern that the vacated Aldi unit could be occupied by another retailer possibly leaving
the town centre. Any future occupier of the existing unit would not be restricted by the planning
permission for the retail park (as there is no bulky goods condition) and there could be a
cumulative impact on the town centre and other designated shopping centres. As a result of these
concerns the case officer has approached WYG for further comments in relation to this issue and
an update will be provided.
Other Economic Benefits
The applicant has stated that the proposed development will protect the 20 existing jobs and
create a further 20 jobs at the new store. The supporting planning statement states that the
development will create a range of jobs of varying skills including managers, graduates and
apprenticeship roles. The supporting planning statement also states that Aldi pays above average
wages within the retail sector and that additional employment opportunities will be created for local
people during the construction phase of the development.
Employment Allocation
Paragraph 80 of the NPPF (July 2018) notes that planning decisions should help create the
conditions where businesses can invest, expand or adapt. Significant weight should be placed on
the need to support economic growth and productivity.
The site is identified under allocation E.1.1 (Crewe Business Park and Crewe Green) for ‘B1 and
any uses required by and associated with Manchester Metropolitan University. For the avoidance
of doubt, such uses include classroom/teaching facilities, residential accommodation for students,
indoor and outdoor sport and recreational facilities’. The applicant notes that MMU have
announced their intention to leave the Crewe Campus in 2019. However, the allocation of site
E.1.1 allocates land for B1 uses in addition to uses required by and associated with MMU.
However Policy EG3 (Existing and Allocated Employment Sites) of the CELPS states that existing
employment sites will be protected for employment uses unless;
i. Premises are causing significant nuisance or environmental problems that could not be
mitigated;
ii.
or ii. The site is no longer suitable or viable for employment use; and
a. There is no potential for modernisation or alternate employment uses;
and b. No other occupiers can be found
And that;

‘Subject to regular review, allocated employment sites will be protected for employment use in
order to maintain an adequate and flexible supply of employment land to attract new and
innovative businesses, to enable existing businesses to grow and to create new and retain
existing jobs’
The footnote to the Policy clarifies that ‘To demonstrate that no other occupiers can be found, the
site should be marketed at a realistic price reflecting its employment status for a period of not less
than 2 years. The council will require evidence that a proper marketing exercise has been carried
out including a record of all offers and expressions of interest received’.
The First Draft Site Allocations and Development Policies document, in policy EMP 2
(Employment Allocations), has reviewed and proposed to maintain the allocated employment site
in the First Draft Site Allocations and Development Policies Document. Policy EMP2 is supported
by an employment allocations review document (2018).
In this case the proposed retail store would be contrary to the employment allocation on this site
under Policy E.1.1 and Policy EG3.
In their supporting statement the applicants agent states that the proposed development will not
harm business or employment opportunities and that the proposal will protect the 20 existing jobs
and create a further 20 jobs at the new store. It is then stated that the site is highly unlikely to
come forward or be supported for B1 uses for the following reasons;
The previous B1 permission has expired and a lack of interest in the site for office
development confirms that the site is not attractive to the office market
The Employment Land Review for the CELPS noted that the development as an office
park may be unrealistic with the concentration of offices on Electra Way.
The agents own office team state that market interest in office space is low with a total of
6 enquiries in the past 2 years
The supporting statement then states that B2 and B8 uses are not compatible with the nearby
residential properties which back onto the site at Crewe Road and Narrow Lane to the north and
east of the site. The submitted report acknowledges the success of the development at Orion Park
which it states range from 7.5m to 12m in height and that a large scale development would not be
compatible due to the massing of the sheds and the 24/7 operations which are likely.
The report then states that the site lies adjacent to the Crewe Green Conservation Area and the
massing of sheds for B2 and B8 uses are likely to be greater than the proposed development and
impact upon the setting of the Conservation Area.
The Skills and Growth Company (SAGC) have stated that ‘The site is in a successful employment
area, close to a range of major business parks that have already attracted major businesses
requiring office and light industrial premises. It is also in an ideal attractive location on the Crewe
Green roundabout and is close to the new Crewe Green Link Road and the M6 motorway’.
The 2018 Annual Commercial Property Review details transactions completed in 2017 and
identifies a significant demand for high-end industrial units outstripping the supply with 35 deals
completed in 2017 comprising a total of 56,445sqm (the majority – 15 of these deals were in
Crewe). The report indicates a limited supply of high end industrial units and that industrial land

availability for Small and Medium Enterprises is all but non existent in Crewe as proven by the
significant interest experienced at Apollo Park.
The SAGC liaise with over 500 businesses per annum and following discussions with businesses
which ae intending on expanding and relocating to the area and there is demand for over
30,000sqm of industrial demand in Crewe. This indicates that there is a strong pipeline for
demand.
The supporting statement makes reference to office uses only within B1 and no reference is made
to research and development of products and processes, light industry appropriate in a residential
area which also fall within use class B1. No marketing of this site has been undertaken and the
Councils only research information indicates that there is a strong demand for employment land in
Crewe.
The applicant’s assertions that alternative employment uses would harm residential amenity and
the setting of the Conservation Area are not accepted and it is considered that a scheme could be
designed and controlled through the use of planning conditions to protect residential amenity and
the setting of the Conservation Area. It should also be noted that part of the allocation E.1.1 is
currently under construction for alternative employment development to the south of the site and
that the development of Apollo Park was also designed in relation to a sensitive heritage asset (it
adjoins the Historic Park and Garden at Crewe Hall).
As a result the proposed development is contrary to Policy E.1.1 of the Crewe and Nantwich
Replacement Local Plan 2011 and Policy EG3 (Existing and Allocated Employment Sites) of the
CELPS.
Highways Implications
A B1 office development of over 6,000sqm, together with over 200 car parking spaces, received
planning approval in 2007 and again in 2010. Both approvals have now expired.
The site is located approximately 2km east of the centre of Crewe, 1.5km west of Haslington, and
150m south of Crewe Green roundabout which has recently been extended and includes
improved pedestrian crossings. University Way has a 40mph speed limit. There is an existing
pedestrian and vehicle access into the site in the form of a ghost island junction.
Sustainable Access
University Way has standard footway on the eastern side and a 3m wide shared footway/cycleway
on the western side. The site is approximately 400m from the bus stop on Crewe Road and
approximately 450m from the bus stop on Crewe Green Road. These services provide a regular
bus service to the wider Crewe and Cheshire East area.
The option of walking, cycling, or using public transport would be available to customers or
employees.
Safe and suitable access

The access is already in place and visibility splays of at least 80m in each direction are available
and acceptable. The parking provision is to CEC standards including that for disabled parking and
for parent/infant parking. The proposed cycle parking provision also accords with CEC
requirements.
As part of the Crewe Green roundabout improvements, there will be a new signalised Toucan
crossing provided on University Way, replacing the two existing crossings. A pedestrian/cyclist
refuge island has also been proposed just north of the access which would provide a safe crossing
point within the desire line for pedestrians/cyclists approaching from Beswick Drive direction. The
proposed and existing pedestrian and cycling infrastructure from the site to the surrounding area
are sufficient.
The existing ghost island junction providing vehicle access into the site is acceptable. In this case
16.5m articulated delivery vehicles would utilise the access. Sufficient turning area will be provided
within the site to allow these vehicles to enter and exit in a forward gear.
Network Capacity
The Crewe Green and the Weston Road roundabouts have been modelled using standard traffic
modelling software. The Crewe Green roundabout has recently been redeveloped and the traffic
impact on this junction is acceptable. The modelling of the Weston Road/University Way
roundabout has underestimated the existing junction capacity constraints and the traffic impact of
the development. Nevertheless, the impact of the development will not be severe in accordance
with national policy and is therefore accepted.
Highways Conclusion
The access has previously been approved for an office development and is also acceptable for
this proposal, as is the wider traffic impact. The Head of Strategic Infrastructure has confirmed that
there no objections to this application subject to the imposition of planning conditions.
Amenity
The nearest dwelling to the proposed store would be Stable House to the east of the site with a
separation distance of approximately 50m. Given this separation distance it is considered that the
proposed development would have minimal impact upon residential amenity in terms of overbearing impact, loss of light or loss of privacy.
Noise
The applicant has submitted an acoustic report in support of the application. The impact of the
noise from the proposed development on existing residential properties has been assessed in
accordance with BS4142:2014 methods for rating and assessing industrial and commercial sound.
This is an agreed methodology for assessing noise of this nature.
The report indicates that mitigation measures will not be required. A condition will be attached in
relation to a construction management plan to mitigate the impacts during the construction phase
of the development.

Within the report there is no specific reference to delivery hours and the applicants agent has
stated that it is intended that deliveries should be unrestricted. The Councils Environmental Health
Officer has stated that if noise complaints are received regarding deliveries then these will be
investigated under the provisions of the Environmental Protection Act 1990.
Air Quality
Policy SE12 of the Local Plan states that the Council will seek to ensure all development is
located and designed so as not to result in a harmful or cumulative impact upon air quality. This is
in accordance with paragraph 181 of the NPPF and the Government’s Air Quality Strategy.
Air quality impacts have been considered within the Air Quality Assessment submitted in support
of the application. The report considers whether the development will result in increased exposure
to airborne pollutants, particularly as a result of additional traffic and changes to traffic flows. The
assessment uses ADMS Roads to model NO2 and PM10 impacts from additional traffic associated
with this development and the cumulative impact of committed development within the area.
A number of modelled scenarios have been considered within the assessment. These were:
- Scenario 1: 2016 Verification and Base Year
- Scenario 2: 2021 ‘Do-minimum’
- Scenario 3: 2021 ‘Do-something’
The proposed development is considered significant in that it is highly likely to change traffic
patterns and congestion in the area.
In the conclusion presented by the report, all of the receptors impacts are considered negligible.
However, the consultant also conducted a sensitivity analysis of the impacts, i.e. using the
scenario where background levels of nitrogen dioxide do not drop over the coming years as
predicted which is considered a worst case scenario. Under this scenario, three of the receptors
are predicted to experience a moderate adverse impact. Also there is a need for the Local
Planning Authority to consider the cumulative impact of a large number of developments in a
particular area. In particular, the impact of transport related emissions on Local Air Quality.
Crewe has three Air Quality Management Areas and as such the cumulative impact of
developments in the town is likely to make the situation worse, unless managed.
Whilst the worst case scenario could be a cause for concern, the Environmental Health Officer
considers that with appropriate mitigation the impacts of the development could be minimised. The
imposition of conditions in relation to electric vehicle infrastructure and a travel plan would mitigate
the impact from this development.
Contaminated Land
The geo-environmental report submitted in support of this application identifies that an area of
historical development and a former potentially infilled pond were identified on the north west of
the site. These areas were investigated during the ground investigation and the results and
assessment demonstrated a low potential risk to identified receptors. Gas monitoring has been
undertaken at the site, and four rounds of monitoring were done over the course of just over a
month. The consultant’s assessment identified a Characteristic Situation of 2 for the development,

meaning some gas protection measures are required as part of the development. Subject to the
imposition of planning conditions the Councils Environmental Health Officer has raised no
objection to the development from a contaminated land point of view.
Design
During the course of this application amendments have been made to the materiality on the front
and rear elevations to introduce timber cladding rain screen. It is unfortunate that the green roof
(suggested by the Councils Urban Design Officer) is not an option. However the changes to
materials on the rear elevation and changes to the landscape scheme to the rear (a mix of
deciduous and evergreen) would reduce the impact of the proposal in the context of the
relationship to the heritage assets. This will be further improved by setting black the close boarded
timber fencing behind the landscaping area. It will be important to secure this area of planting as
early as possible and at a level of maturity that establishes the landscape screen as effectively
and quickly as possible.
There are still concerns over the impact of the proposed boundary treatment but such issues could
be controlled through the imposition of planning conditions.
The detailed design would not appear out of character in this location and the detailed design
complies with the NPPF and Policy SE1.
Built Heritage
The site adjoins part of the Crewe Green Conservation Area with the north eastern corner of the
site abutting the boundary of the Conservation Area. A character appraisal for the Conservation
Area was prepared in 2008. It states at 4.30 that “Outward views from within the Conservation
Area are restricted by relatively high hedging close to the roadside edge and overhanging mature
trees. In spite of the relatively wide carriageway of Crewe Road, this planting helps to contain this
part of the Conservation Area from adjoining open land. This reinforces the impression that whilst
Crewe Green lies within a relatively narrow gap between two built-up areas, it still has the sense of
being a separate hamlet located within a rural area.”
The Vicarage (grade II listed) is approximately 30-40 metres from the site boundary but there are
intervening buildings and only modest vegetation. Views to The Vicarage are quite open from
within the site.
To an extent the sense of being a separated hamlet has already been weakened by the expansion
of the Crewe Business Park and development on the eastern side of University Way but this site is
the employment allocation with the closest relationship with the heritage assets at Crewe Green.
This proposal would bring new development closer to the Conservation Area and would impact
upon its setting. It would also bring urban development closer to the listed vicarage and its
immediate environs, which is presently characterised by an open rural setting (albeit modestly
impinged upon by the development of the Crewe Business Park and the employment units further
along University Way). This site has a much more direct relationship with the Listed Building and
the Crewe Green Conservation Area. Although substantial landscaping is proposed along the
eastern boundary which has the most direct relationship to the assets, it will take considerable
time to negate the visual impacts of the development. Therefore in the short to medium term at

least the character of the Conservation Area and the Listed Building will be harmed by the
proposal due to the impact upon their respective settings. This would represent less than
substantial harm (para 193 of the NPPF).
The changes to the materials on the rear elevation of the proposed development and changing the
landscaping to the rear to a mix of deciduous and evergreen are, would in principle reduce the
impact of the proposal in the context of the relationship to the heritage assets. This will be further
improved by setting black the close boarded timber fencing behind the landscaping area. It will be
important to secure this area of planting as early as possible and at a level of maturity that
establishes the landscape screen as effectively and quickly as possible.
Where there is less than substantial harm to a heritage asset the NPPF paragraph 196 states that
‘Where a development proposal will lead to less than substantial harm to the significance of a
designated heritage asset, this harm should be weighed against the public benefits of the proposal
including, where appropriate, securing its optimum viable use’.
In this case the principle of the retail use on this employment allocation is not accepted. As a
result the public benefits of the proposal does not outweigh the less than substantial harm.
Archaeology
One of the letters of representation refers to World War II military tunnels crossing the site. In this
case the Councils Archaeologist has stated that no features currently recorded on the Cheshire
Historic Environment Record lie within the application area. The record includes known 20thcentury military remains so, if these had been previously noted they would show up on the record.
The Archaeologist has also taken the opportunity to check the readily available historic mapping
and nothing of interest appears on the 19thcentury Ordnance Survey maps or the tithe map of
1840. Finally the archaeologist has looked at the available aerial photographs and there is nothing
on the 1970s or 1940s material to suggest the presence of war-time remains.
As a result the Councils Archaeologist does not consider that there is sufficient information to
justify a recommendation for further archaeology work.
Landscape
The application site covers an area of approximately 1.86 hectares. The application site is located
to the east by University Way; there are a number of commercial units located along the length of
University Way. There is existing green infrastructure around the application site, including trees
and hedgerows. To the south of the application site is Valley Brook and its associated boundary
vegetation.
The proposals, as shown on the submitted Landscape Plan indicate that the existing boundary
vegetation will be enhanced and that additional planting will take place between Valley Brook and
the store, as well as more ornamental planting at the entrance area and within the site.
The Councils Landscape Architect has raised no objection to this proposed development.
Trees

There is tree cover around the periphery of the site and on adjacent land. The trees are not
subject of TPO protection although some off site vegetation to the north east of the site,
overhanging the site boundary lies within the Crewe Green Conservation Area. The woodland
associated with the Valley Brook Corridor to the south of the site is a priority habitat.
The submission is supported by an Arboricultural Report. The report identifies 5 individual trees,
four tree groups and a hedgerow. The report identifies that the development would result in the
loss of one Grade C tree group of self set Goat Willow, Cypress and Hawthorn with a backdrop of
large Laurel shrubs (located at the north west corner of the site).
However there may be further arboricultural impacts associated with the erection of proposed new
site boundary fencing, with the latter being sited inside the proposed line of tree protection fencing
for some lengths.
Impacts may also arise in respect of proposed ground modelling. The submitted sections do not
show existing levels and there are no sections provided for the southern part of the site. Section B
does not appear to reflect a proposed 2m high spoil mound annotated on other plans. The
Councils Tree Officer has requested additional site sections for sections A, B, C and D showing
existing and proposed levels together with two representative sections from the service access
road towards the southern boundary woodland area. On the latter sections, it would inform
assessment if the line of proposed tree protection fencing was shown.
Further should also be consideration is given to the types of boundary fencing, perhaps reducing
the scale proposed. For example, along the southern side of the service access road, as an
alternative to 1.5m close boarded fence (shown as 2.4 m high on some plans), a more open style
fence would allow views to the Valley Brook woodland edge. (In this respect the submitted site
photographs are misleading as the access road boundary is shown in open to the south apart from
a knee rail near the entrance.
As it currently stands it is considered that there is insufficient information included within this
application to assess the impact of the development upon trees specifically in relation to any level
changes which are proposed.
Ecology
Statutory Designated Sites
The application site falls into Natural England’s SSSI impact risk zones for non-residential
developments of over 1ha. In this case Natural England have been consulted and have raised no
objection to the proposed development.
Valley Brook Wooded Corridor
The woodland located adjacent to Valley Brook supports a number of indicator species of
established woodlands and is considered a Priority Habitat. Habitats of this type are a material
consideration for planning.

To avoid a significant loss of biodiversity it must be ensured that the woodland is retained as part
of the proposed development. However as noted above the application does not include sufficient
information in relation to trees especially in terms of the proposed land level changes.
Great Crested Newts
A small population of Great Crested Newts is present at a pond a short distance from the
application site. In the absence of mitigation the proposed development would result in a Medium
Level adverse impact on this species as a result of the loss of terrestrial habitat and the risk of any
newts present on site being killed or injured during the construction process.
To compensate for the loss of terrestrial habitat the applicant is proposing to enhance the
remaining habitats on site and the creation of a new wildlife pond. The risk of amphibians being
killed or injured during the construction process would be mitigated through the erection of one
way fence which allows animals to leave but not re-enter the footprint of the proposed
development. This would be controlled through the imposition of a planning condition.
The EC Habitats Directive 1992 requires the UK to maintain a system of strict protection for
protected species and their habitats. The Directive only allows disturbance, or deterioration or
destruction of breeding sites or resting places
(a)in the interests of public health and public safety, or for other imperative reasons of overriding
public interest, including those of a social or economic nature and beneficial consequences of
primary importance for the environment, and provided that there is
(b) no satisfactory alternative and
(c) no detriment to the maintenance of the species population at favourable conservation status in
their natural range
The UK has implemented the Directive in the Conservation (Natural Habitats etc) Regulations
2010 (as amended) which contain two layers of protection (i) a requirement on Local Planning
Authorities (“LPAs”) to have regard to the Directive`s requirements above, and (ii) a licensing
system administered by Natural England and supported by criminal sanctions.
Local Plan Policy NE.9 of the C&NLP states that development will not be permitted which would
have an adverse impact upon protected species or their habitats. Policy SE 3 of the CELPS states
that development which is likely to have a significant impact on a site with legally protected
species will not be permitted except where the reasons for or the benefits of the development
outweigh the impact of the development.
Circular 6/2005 advises LPAs to give due weight to the presence of protected species on a
development site to reflect EC requirements. “This may potentially justify a refusal of planning
permission.”
The NPPF advises LPAs to protect and enhance biodiversity: if significant harm resulting from a
development cannot be avoided (through locating on an alternative site with less harmful impacts)
or adequately mitigated, or as a last resort, compensated for, planning permission should be
refused.

Natural England`s standing advice is that, if a (conditioned) development appears to fail the three
tests in the Habitats Directive, then LPAs should consider whether Natural England is likely to
grant a licence: if unlikely, then the LPA should refuse permission: if likely, then the LPA can
conclude that no impediment to planning permission arises under the Directive and Regulations.
In terms of the Habitat Directive tests;
- The proposed development is not in the interests of public health or public safety. The site is
allocated for employment uses (as explained above) and on this basis there are no imperative
reasons of overriding public interest.
- There is satisfactory alternative and that would involve the redevelopment of the site for
employment purposes in accordance with the policies contained within the Development Plan
- The submitted mitigation means that there would be no detriment to the maintenance of the
species population at favourable conservation status in their natural range.
As the first two tests have not been met it is considered that the proposed development would be
contrary to Policies NE.9 of the C&NLP and Policy SE 3 of the CELPS.
Common Toad
This priority species is also present on site. The formulation of a satisfactory Great Crested Newt
mitigation and compensation strategy would also address potential impacts upon this species.
Other Protected Species
Evidence of other protected species activity was recorded around the site but no setts are
present. The layout of the proposed development will maintain much of the existing habitat
linkages for other protected species but will result in a localised loss of foraging habitat, which may
have a minor impact.
The submitted report includes a suite of acceptable mitigation measures. If planning consent is
granted this issue can be controlled through the imposition of a planning condition.
Barn Owl
A Barn Owl survey has been undertaken. No evidence of roosting or nesting Barn Owls was
recorded on site. This species is not reasonable likely to be present or affected by the proposed
development.
Trees with bat roost potential
A number of trees have been identified as offering potential to support roosting bats. These are
identified as Target Notes: TN4, TN5 and TN6 on the submitted Phase One Habitat Plan. The tree
at Target Note TN6 is off-site and so would not be affected by the proposed development. Tree
TN5 is a large Oak tree which is shown as being retained.
The dead tree at TN4 is not shown for retention on the submitted plans. To avoid any impacts on
roosting bats the Councils Ecologist advises that the submitted plans should be amended to

clearly show the retention of this tree. This could be controlled by the imposition of a planning
condition.
A notable number of bat species was recorded on site during the bat activity surveys but the level
of activity was however only moderate. The areas of highest bat activity will be retained as part of
the proposed development. However to avoid any adverse impacts on bats resulting from any
lighting associated with the development a condition could be attached requiring any additional
lighting to be submitted and agreed.
Provided the above condition is attached and the eastern and southern hedgerows and associated
vegetation are retained. The proposed development is not likely to have a significant adverse
impact on foraging bats.
Hedgehog
Hedgehogs are a priority species and hence a material consideration. There are records of
hedgehogs in the broad locality of the proposed development and so this species may occur on
the site of the proposed development. Provided the Valley Brook woodland is retained together
with a corridor of semi-natural habitat around the boundary of the site the potential impacts of the
proposed development on this species are likely to be low. A condition could be imposed to
require the provision of brash/wood piles as Hedgehog habitat.
Otter and Water Vole
No evidence of water vole or otter was recorded during the submitted survey. As a result these
protected species do not present a constraint on the proposed development.
Reptile survey
No evidence of reptiles has been recorded on site and this species group is unlikely to be present
or affected by the proposed development.
Loss of Biodiversity
The grassland habitats present on site, whilst not of Local Wildlife Site quality, do support a
number of species which are indicative of higher quality habitats. Whilst not a significant constraint
on development the loss of these habitats would result in a loss of biodiversity. Local Plan policy
SE3 requires all developments to deliver an overall gain for biodiversity. The loss of the grassland
habitats could be compensated for through the creation of the pond suggested above.
Habitat Creation and Management Plan
If planning consent is granted a condition is required to ensure that a detailed habitat creation
management plan is submitted prior to the commencement of development.
Flood Risk/Drainage
The application site is located largely within Flood Zone 1 (low probability of flooding) although the
access is located within Flood Zone 2 (medium probability of flooding) and the southern boundary

along the existing watercourse is located within Flood Zone’s 2 and 3 (high probability of flooding).
The built form of the proposed development (the supermarket, service yard and carpark) would all
be located within Flood Zone 1.
In this case the Councils Flood Risk Manager, the Environment Agency and United utilities have all
been consulted as part of this application and have raised no objection to the proposed
development subject to the imposition on planning conditions. As a result the development is
considered to be acceptable in terms of its drainage and flood risk implications.
Energy Efficient Development
Policy SE 9 (Energy Efficient Development) of the CELPS sets out that;
“non-residential development over 1,000 square metres will be expected to secure at least 10 per
cent of its predicted energy requirements from decentralised and renewable or low carbon
sources, unless the applicant can clearly demonstrate that having regard to the type of
development and its design, this is not feasible or viable.”
It is considered reasonable to impose a condition on any planning approval for the submission of
energy saving requirements in line with the above.
CONCLUSION
The application site is an employment allocation as part of Policy E.1.1 of the C&NLP. The site has
not been marketed for employment uses and the proposed retail development of this site would be
contrary to Policy EG 3 of the CELPS.
The proposal is an out-of-centre retail development. There is no requirement for an impact
assessment and it is considered that the proposed development would not have a significant
adverse impact upon the vitality and viability of Crewe Town Centre or Haslington local centre. It is
accepted that there are no sequentially preferable sites and the development complies with Policy
EG 5 of the CELPS.
The highways implications of the development are considered to be acceptable and the proposed
development would comply with the Councils parking standards. The proposed development would
comply with Policies BE.3 of the C&NLP and C02 of the CELPS.
The amenity implications of the proposed development, including noise, air quality and
contaminated land are considered to be acceptable and would comply with BE.1, BE.6 and NE.16
of the C&NLP and SE 12 of the CELPS.
The design of the proposed development is considered to be acceptable and there are no
archaeology implications associated with this development. As a result the development complies
with Policy SE 1 of the CELPS; and BE.16 of the C&NLP. However the proposed development
would result in less than substantial harm upon the heritage assets. In this case the principle of the
retail use on this employment allocation is not accepted. As a result the public benefits of the
proposal does not outweigh the less than substantial harm.

The landscape implications of the proposed development are considered to comply with SE 4 of the
CELPS.
There is currently insufficient information in relation to trees and the proposed development is
contrary to Policy NE.5 of the C&NLP and Policies SE 3, SE 4 and SE 5 of the CELPS.
The impact upon protected species and habitats is largely acceptable. However as the principle of
retail development on the site is not considered to be acceptable, the impact upon Great Crested
Newts fails the tests within the Habitat directive and the development is contrary to Policies NE.9 of
the C&NLP and SE 3 of the CELPS
The drainage and flood risk implications of the proposed development are considered to be
acceptable and the development complies with Policies CE 13 of the CELPS and NE.20 of the
C&NLP.
Finally the development of the site would have some economic benefits as identified above and this
does attract some weight. However it should be noted that these benefits are likely to be less than
those which would be secured if the employment allocation on the site was implemented.
RECOMMENDATION:
REFUSE for the following reasons;
1. The proposed development is located within an area allocated for employment uses as
part of Policy E.1.1 of the Borough of Crewe and Nantwich Replacement Local Plan 2011.
The loss of the site for employment purposes would not maintain an adequate and
flexible supply of employment land within this part of the Borough and insufficient
reasons have been advanced to justify a departure from this policy. As a result the
proposed development would be contrary to Policy E.1.1 of the Borough of Crewe and
Nantwich Replacement Local Plan 2011, Policy EG3 of the Cheshire East Local Plan
Strategy and guidance contained within the NPPF.
2. The Local Planning Authority considers that insufficient information has been submitted
with this application in relation to the impact upon the trees which adjoin the boundaries
of the site (including the woodland to the southern boundary) specifically in relation to
the proposed changes in levels which are required as part of this development. As a
result the proposed development is contrary to Policy NE.5 of the Crewe and Nantwich
Replacement Local Plan 2011 and Policies SE 3, SE 4 and SE 5 of the Cheshire East
Local Plan Strategy and guidance contained within the NPPF.
3. There is a small population of Great Crested Newts present at a pond a short distance
from the application site and this proposed development would result in a Medium Level
adverse impact on this species as a result of the loss of terrestrial habitat and the risk of
any newts present on site being killed or injured during the construction process. The
proposed development fails two of the tests contained within the Habitats Directive and
as a result would also be contrary to Policies NE.9 of the Crewe and Nantwich
Replacement Local Plan 2011 and SE 3 of the Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy and
guidance contained within the NPPF.

4. The proposed development would result in less than substantial harm to the heritage
assets which adjoin the site. As the principle of the proposed development on a site
allocated for employment uses is not accepted there are not considered to be public
benefits which outweigh the harm. The proposed development is contrary to Policy SE 7
of the Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy, BE.7 of the Crewe and Nantwich Replacement
Local Plan 2011 and guidance contained within the NPPF.
In order to give proper effect to the Committee`s intent and without changing the
substance of its decision, authority is delegated to the Head of Planning (Regulation) in
consultation with the Chair (or in their absence the Vice Chair) to correct any technical
slip or omission in the resolution, before issue of the decision notice

